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Defeat the enemy. Win the boy. Live happily ever after. But life "ever after" isn't as easy as it used

to be. Harper's gone from being a member of a small demon lair to co-Prime of one of the most

powerful lairs in the US, with a mate who, though hot as hell, is just a mite overprotective - I mean,

you get kidnapped by dark practitioners just once.... Then one of Knox's demons goes rogue and in

his madness decides Knox Thorne must die. Harper's worried. Knox isn't - at least until he discovers

his mate's willingness to get between him and danger. Now Knox has a new priority: keep Harper

safe...no matter what it takes. But Harper begins to suspect there's more danger than one rogue

demon. It seems the combined strength of Harper and Knox has upset the balance of power in the

demon world, and there are those who are determined to right that wrong. Because when you move

up the food chain, sometimes the other predators just want to take a bigger bite. Contains mature

themes.
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I was "patiently" awaiting this release. I loved the first book in the series, and the 2nd book did not

disappoint. I highly recommend reading the first book Burn, as it will give you the back ground as to

Harper and Knox. This is a paranormal read, and not your average shifter story. This series deals

with demons, and they don't really play the villains. They are not good but they have their own set of

rules and rulers that they follow.In Blaze we continue with Harper and Knox, it picks up a couple of

months where the Burn leaves off. In Blaze Harper's mom is kidnapped by a "rouge demon", as

Knox tries to find Harper's mom - new developments come up. We learn about the 4 Horsemen and



what kind of role they play in all the troubles that the demons are experiencing. Harper and Knox

engage in their first fight. I must say - my heart stopped during their fight. I was not sure what was

going to happen, which as a reader I love to experience the unexpected from the author.Of course

much like Burn, Blaze has a bunch of wonderful and hysterical scenes, specially Harper being

Harper! I love her form of getting even, what she did to Belinda at the "shindig" was hysterical. Oh

and Knox is just cut and dry! He as well as his demon do not care for anyone insulting or hurting

Harper, that scene at the shindig with Alethea. It was so embarrassing for the "dolphin"(Alethea).

But I really did enjoy how Knox put her in her place.My favorite quote has to be... "I can be so totally

terrifying that I scare even me. Why are you laughing? I'm serious, it's true. You just don't think so

because you've never actually seen me that way. If you did, you'd freak out. Really, you would. I'm

telling you, fully grown men have run the other way rather than face my when I'm in Berserker mode

and - stop laughing!" lolI really hope we will get to see something happen between Devon and

Tanner, who says cats and dogs can't get together!!! The banter between the two of them, has to

lead somewhere...please please please!!!!!

What a great series this turned out to be! This is the 2nd book of what it looks like to be a trilogy

series. I had it on my wishlist for quite a while and I guess I was afraid to read it being that the main

characters were demons... I should have known that anything that Suzanne Wright touches turns to

pure gold, which is the case with this series... The characters were so compelling and so much

more than I expected. The story keeps you constantly on your toes, it flows beautifully and let's not

forget the HOT and steamy scenes (fanning myself), LOL. Thanks Suzanne and please keep them

coming! Even though I am a huge fan of your work, lately I was getting a bit tired of same style of

books in the the Mercury and Phoenix Pack Series... I am so glad you decided to do something

completely new, because it really paid off :-)

This has been the best book I've read all year! I seriously never want to leave this world. I adore

Knox and Harper. I love that they fight and that they aren't the 'perfect' couple most authors write

about. They are real. I'm really excited to see where Suzanne Wright takes us in the next book she's

opened up so many possibilities with Harper and with the new threat. I just finished this book and

I'm already dying for more! I honestly don't think Mrs. Wright knows how to write bad stories, I've

loved each one of her books and this is just my new favorite! Definitely read Burn before you start

Blaze, both are truly amazing!!!



The only thing I disliked about this book was that it had to end and that that there isn't another one

to read yet.... I LOVED,LOVED LOVED Harper and Knox!!! I'd love to be more like Harper in the

sense of being comfortable in my own skin,happy w/who and am and who I'm not and on working

towards who I wanna be,not sweating the details and only truly caring about the opinions I know

truly matter,those of the ppl who I know love me and have only my best interest at heart.... Not

letting ever little thing get to me,as it ALL TO OFTEN does at the moment... And Knox.... Knox, well

I'd love to climb all over him and then some ;)I wasn't sure writing my review on the last book if a

could handle an Uber Alpha male like him but to me it honestly felt like he'd mellowed a bit from how

we 1st met him and if offered I'd love to give him a try

ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚ËœÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â•ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚ËœÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â•ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸

Ã‚ËœÃ‚ËœÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â•ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚ËœÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â•I love how loving and

caring and protective Know is and how no matter how much it might go against his own grain at

times he fights hard to give her what ever she's needs,openness,complete honesty,freedom to be

herself ,which is and isn't difficult for him,difficult if it place her in danger,like say bull riding at a

rodeo ;) but her version of bedazzling her close and even his in revenge because he LOVES Harper

for who she is.... And Damn if that isn't what we all need,to know we are loved for who we are and

are seen as a precious gift and Knox certainly does that...Only thing is in my w/Knox there's one

fantasy I COULD NOT live out ;) I couldn't have my M/F/M menage fantasy where I'm the F and all

the romantic and sexual interest centers on me because Knox doesn't share any better than I

do,which it to say NOT AT ALL ;) but w/Knox I'm not even sure if I could handle another man ?

Could you ? The words " all consuming" feel like that fit him completely ;) maybe if I could have him

I'd just give him a 2nd cock ;) LOL ;) Hey! I'm greedy and dreaming of having Knox has me a little

giddy and silly I guess...Ok,back to the story... For me Knox and Harper ( not Know like spell check

wants) are my perfect couple, strong and interesting,open and honest w/nary a dull moment in

between,loving and protective ,you wanna have him and be her and thought it could do w/out some

of the danger if it were me I loved every moment of the story .... Except the kidnapping but I

ALWAYS Hate that when it happens in a story....Only thing that got me was we never really figured

out who was behind all the rumors did we ? Or if Alethea ( I think that was how her name was

spelled) or as Harper called her "the Dolphin" was involved in the plot but another day another

book... I wish I knew when the next one was... I love it when you find a book you dread reading only

because you DON'T WANT TO SEE IT END!!!I soo loved seeing Tanner and Devon together and

KhloÃƒÆ’Ã‚Â« and Keenan ,I'd love more that and I think they'd make some interesting couples

;)Thank you!! Thank you Ms.Wright !!! I had a Hell of a good time
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Harper and Knox are now one of my favorite couples. She just became such a bad ass with the

flames of hell wings. Her demon is totally cool now. I loved the mystery part, the funny parts with her

friends and cousin, what she did to Belinda at the shindig, super funny! The sexy parts, the fights, I

loved it all! Can't wait for the next book. Though I have to say I am disappointed there was no audio

book for this book. I wish we could get it in the US.
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